
Yamaha 250hp
Take home from 
$163.66 per week

As Displayed

$49,740.00
Options

Model: Digital Control , Digital Control - Integrated 
Electro Steer

Information

Next generation features, next generation styling, original reliability.

Yamaha’s all-new, V6 Offshore series takes the proven 4.2 litre engine platform to the next level by incorporating technological advancements previously only seen on Yamaha’s flagship V8 425hp XTO.

The new F250 not only looks good with it's more aggressive styling, but comes with Yamaha's Thrust Enhancing Reverse Exhaust system, which delivers increased prop grip and thrust for improved 
maneuvering in docking situations and reversing up to your next big catch.   

Another cool feature is the new Total TiltTM system which allows the outboard to fully tilt up and down from any position, with a simple double push of the Up or Down Tilt buttons. This not only makes 
operation easier, but the new mounting bracket system allows the engine to sit higher out of the water when not in use, for improved long-term durability and protection. 

When combined with Yamaha’s Helm Master EX control system, the new V6 Offshore F250 delivers a boating and fishing experience unlike any else on the water. 

Price Includes Rigging Kit - Stainless Steel Prop, CL5 Gauge, Remote
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Boat City are a family business that have been at the forefront of the marine industry since 
1962.

With one of the largest ranges of brands both new and used, you can purchase with 
confidence that we will have something to suit your needs.

We can ship anywhere in the country any time, just ask us for a quote.

For everything on the water and more.
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